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Abstract

Financial System consist of the Financial Institutions, Services, Markets and the Instruments which are of financial nature. The Institutions in addition to mobilizing the resources also purchase and sell various financial instruments and render the financial services. Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) is like a Mutual Fund but it has the features of a stock as far as trading are concerned. Low costs, stock like features and tax efficiency make ETFs an attractive investment. ETFs are listed, like stock, on a recognized stock Exchange and usually they track an Index. The present study analyses the socio-economic conditions of the investors of Mutual Fund, their perceptions and to compare their satisfaction towards the services of ETFs and IFs in India. Percentages, Factor Analysis and Chi-square Test are the Statistical Tools which are used for the analysis of data.
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I. Introduction

MUTUAL FUND ACTS as a trust and collects cash from the gathering of speculators (who shares regular monetary objectives) and puts the cash along these lines gathered into resource classes to match the expressed venture destinations of the plan.

It is the Fund Manager who deals with the Mutual Fund and with his speculative behavior, the executive’s abilities and vital research works, guarantees much preferred return over what a speculator can oversee alone. The capital thankfulness and different livelihoods earned from these
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5.1 Suggestions
   — A thorough knowledge relating to the funds is a key to success before any investment decision is taken up by the investors.
   — Many a time, investors take a decision to invest in Mutual Funds schemes that are popular and yielded good returns. But, the past record alone should not become the base for choosing the scheme. It is suggested that an investor should align his objectives with the schemes objectives and also try to match other factors like risks, returns and time horizon before making an investment decision.

5.2. Conclusion
   Equity funds are very popular among the investors compared to the other Funds. It is the performance record and the scheme portfolios of Investment which are the qualities of the schemes that are looked into before making an investment. The investors are well satisfied with the services of Equity Index Funds and Equity Exchange Traded Funds.
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